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recently benefited from considerable progress in different
areasof investigation.Advances inmoleculargeneticsand
imaging have allowed for the dissection of neuronal con-
nectivity with unprecedented detail whereas in vivo
recordings are providing much needed clues as to how
sensory, motor and cognitive function is encoded in neu-
ronal firing. However, bridging the gap between the cellu-
lar and behavioral levels will ultimately require an
understanding of the functional organization of the under-
lying neuronal circuits. One way to unravel the complexity
of neuronal networks is to understand how their connec-
tivity emerges during brain maturation. In this review, we
will describe how graph theory provides experimentalists
with novel concepts that can be used to describe and
interpret these developing connectivity schemes.
Introduction
More than 20 years ago, Miles and Wong first made a
puzzling and seminal observation: stimulating a single
neuron could trigger network synchronization in disinhib-
ited hippocampal slices [1]. A number of recent studies have
similarly reported that stimulation of single neurons can
affect population activity in vitro as well as in vivo [2–9]
(Figure1).However, thereareonlyahandfulof suchreports,
probably because neurons with the ability to influence
network dynamics are rare and/or conditions under which
one can observe such phenomenon are specific. Regardless,
the direct impact of single neurons on network and behav-
ioral outputs demonstrates the importance of the specific
structural and functional organization of the underlying
circuitry [2,7,8]. At this point, the next important step is
therefore to understandhowspecificnetwork structures can
empower single neurons to govern network dynamics.
This is a timely issue because the neuroanatomical de-
scription of network structure is currently experiencing a
new era, fed by recent advances in molecular genetics and
light microscopy [10,11]. Novel methods such as optoge-
netics, heterologous receptor expression and retrogradely
transported viral vectors allow both trans-synaptic circuit
analysis in addition to targeted and precise control of single-Corresponding author: Cossart, R. (cossart@inmed.univ-mrs.fr)
* These authors contributed equally to this work.cell firing [12–16]. Parallel to the considerable advances in
the description of neuronal network structure, the past
decade has seen the emergence of powerful in vivo experi-
mental strategies [17–23] to study how brain function is
encoded in the firing of neuronal assemblies. Although in
vivo analysis clearly demonstrates that brain functions
might be encoded by specific neuronal activity patternswith
characteristic temporal dynamics, information is often still
lacking on the detailed neuroanatomical structure of the
microcircuits activated during a particular behavioral task
[24].
How can the gap between the in vivo exploration of
function and fine neuroanatomical description of structure
be filled? Complex network theory, a new field of theoretical
studies that combines graph theory (structure) and complex
systems (dynamics), provides neurobiologists with a frame-
work to interpret structure–function relationships in neu-
ronal networks. Therefore, in this review, we first introduce
basic notions of network topology and connectivity to pro-
vide shared common definitions to the different areas of
expertise. Next, we review applications of complex network
theory to neurobiological questions, in particular, by ana-
lyzing structure–function relationships in the field of corti-
cal development. We propose that network development
provides an interesting and unique environment to dissect
how microcircuits are organized to produce function. Be-
cause different functional microcircuits tend to develop
sequentially, network development offers experimentalists
successive temporal windows to observe the impact of indi-
vidualmicrocircuitsas theydevelopandgiverise todifferent
network dynamics. The application of graph theoretical
concepts to these sequential periods allows one to link the
structure and function of each microcircuit throughout de-
velopment. Because, in many aspects, immature networks
prefigure the endwiringmapof adult circuits, suchanalyses
should also ultimately reveal information about the final
organization of mature neuronal networks.
Describing structure–function relationships in neuronal
networks from a theoretical perspective
Complex network theory: definitions
Networktheoryhas recentlygainedmuchattention through
its ability to describe and quantify social, technological
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Figure 1. Network effects derived from the action potentials of a single neuron. Inducing action potentials in a single neuron can have effects at the level of network
dynamics. Such network power of single cells could be mediated by the downstream activation of specific neuronal circuits. Network perturbations triggered by the
stimulation of a single cell have been shown for various neuronal cell types (a–c) including: (a) guinea pig CA3 hippocampal pyramidal cells [114]; (b) rodent hippocampal
GABAergic interneurons [2]; and (c) layer 5 (L5) pyramidal cells from the rat motor cortex [3]. (d–f) Network effects generated by the stimulation (indicated by the red
lightening symbols) of these different cell types were measured at different levels of observation: (d) neuronal, (e) microcircuit and (f) the behavioral level using different
experimental approaches: in vitro electrophysiology, in vitro imaging and in vivo monitoring of whisker deflections, respectively. (d) Stimulating a single CA3 pyramidal cell
in the pacemaker region of disinhibited adult hippocampal slices (i.e. in the presence of the GABAA receptor antagonist picrotoxin) triggered a population burst (green box)
measured with intracellular and extracellular electrophysiological recordings [1]. (e) Stimulating a single GABAergic hub neuron in immature hippocampal slices triggered
neuronal synchronization (green boxes) as revealed by the rasterplot representing the onset of calcium events from individual cells as a function of time. (f) Intracellular
stimulation of a layer 5 pyramidal cell from the rat motor cortex in vivo evoked whisker movements, as shown by the right traces representing the timing of an individual
forwards (f) and backwards (b) whisking movement relative to the stimulation [3]. The two traces (black and blue) represent the response to different trials of the same
stimulation and show the similarity of the evoked whisker deflection (seen in the green box). Reproduced, with permission, from [114] (panel a), [2] (panels b and e), [3]
(panels c and f) and [1] (panel d).and biological systems. In general, much work in network
science focuses on the structure of the network and how this
can give rise to various functions/dynamics. For example,
the structure of social networks has been used to predict the
spread of disease through society [25,26]. Furthermore, food
webs have been created to understand predator–prey inter-
actions [27,28], the World Wide Web provides a fascinatingnetwork on which to study information flow, and multiple
algorithms have been developed to detect communities
within networks based on a variety of different metrics
[29–32]. In this framework, a network is defined by nodes
(vertices), which are the elements of the network, and links
(edges) connecting the nodes and defining structure. Once
the network structure of a system has been obtained, many
metrics are used to quantify its properties. We will briefly
discuss a few of these properties below (see Box 1 for specific
examples and [33] for a detailed review).
One of the most commonly described properties of a
network is its degree distribution. The degree (k) of a node
is defined as its total number of links to other nodes in the
network, and it is often used to distinguish between differ-
ent types of network structures (Box 2). The degree distri-
bution of a network P(k), is the probability distribution
that describes the probability of a randomly selected node
to have a given degree, k. Traditionally, graph theory
focused on the study of regular networks (networks built
on a lattice in which every node is connected to its k nearest
neighbors) or random networks (networks in which each
pair of nodes is connected with a probability, p, giving rise
to a Poisson degree distribution). However, real-world
networks tend to fall into neither of these categories,
andwewill discuss a few examples of networkswith degree
distributions commonly seen in biological systems.
Many real-world networks are characterized by a power
law degree distribution and thus referred to as scale-freeBox 1. Parameters used to estimate basic features of the topolo
A number of measures have been defined to describe the properties
of network topologies (degree distribution, network size, etc.). A few
of the most commonly computed metrics, in addition to examples of
software used to analyze network properties, are presented below.
How many connections does a node have?
Node degree (k) The degree (k) of a given node corresponds to the total
number of its links (connections), i.e. the number of its nearest neighbors
(Figure I, left panel). Different node degree distributions, such as Poisson,
exponential and power law define different classes of networks.
How distant are nodes?
Shortest path length (l) Given a pair of nodes, the shortest path length
(l) is the minimal number of links which connects them (Figure I, left
panel). The shortest path length introduces a distance between nodes
that does not have any spatial meaning. Whereas the total number of
nodes (N) defines the size of the network, the shortest path lengths
estimate the linear size of the network, i.e. its compactness. The
characteristic path length of the network, l̄; is the average value of
shortest path lengths for all pairs of nodes in the network.
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Figure I. Representations of networks as graphs. Left panel: In this schematic example
number of connections, k = 2 and k = 4, respectively. The distance (l) between the tw
shortest path is highlighted by the dashed blue line. For the nodes marked by gray ar
gray lines). Right panel: In this example, the green node has four nearest neighbors (k
ones. The five potential missing connections are marked with dashed lines. The clusnetworks due to their lack of a characteristic connectivity
scale. In other words, by randomly picking a node and
finding its degree, one will not be able to say anything
about the degree distribution of the network due to the
very large variability. An especially interesting feature of
these networks is that due to their heavy tailed degree
distribution, a small percentage of nodes (called hubs) will
be highly connected, whereas most nodes will have a low
degree of connectivity. Importantly, hub nodes have been
shown to be central with respect to network synchroniza-
tion and susceptibility to attacks [25,26]. Specifically,
scale-free networks have been shown to be robust against
random failure of nodes, but targeted attack of hub nodes
leaves the network fragmented and severely disrupts in-
formation flow. This is clearly seen when examining the
Internet, which functions despite the occasional failures of
a router, whereas attacks of hub routers cause significant
problems [34].
Although many networks display a power law degree
distribution, caremust be takenwhen fitting data to such a
function because improper classification leads to erroneousgy (architecture) of a network
Are neighbors connected?
Clustering coefficient (C) Given a node with a degree k, the clustering
coefficient measures the fraction of connections between its k nearest
neighbors (Figure I, right panel). The total number of possible
connections is [k(k – 1)/2]. The clustering coefficient is used to
estimate the density of connections ‘locally’ between groups of
neurons that share common nearest neighbors. The clustering
coefficient of the network, C, is the average value of clustering
coefficients for nodes in the network.
How can I easily compute measures of network topology?
Existing software For those who do not wish to write their own code
to analyze data, many stand-alone programs exist for network
analysis (e.g. Pajek, Gephi, Cytoscape, etc.). There are also many
packages/toolkits available that allow one to implement measures of
network topology in various languages: MatlabBGL, Brain Connectiv-
ity Toolbox (Matlab), NetworkX (Python), JUNG (Java), igraph (C++,
R, Python, Ruby), etc. (Note: these are merely examples and other
software also exists).
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of a simple network, the degree of the green and the red nodes is given by their
o nodes marked by blue arrows is 2 (i.e. at least two links separate them). The
rows, l = 3. Note that two possible shortest paths exist (indicated by the dashed
= 4) and just one connection between them (black solid line) out of six possible
tering coefficient is c = 1/6.
Box 2. The most commonly investigated network topologies
Scale-free networks The probability that a node has k connections
is described by a power law ( p(k)  kg). Since the degree, k, of the
nodes can span through many orders of magnitude, scale-free
networks lack a characteristic scale (note that Poisson random
networks have a very clear scale defined by their average connectivity
degree). Scale-free networks include hubs, i.e. rare super-connected
nodes that can have a strong impact on the global dynamics
(indicated by the red node in Figure Ia). Many real networks have
been shown to have scale-free properties with g between 1 and 3.
Regular networks In a regular network, all of the nodes have the
same number of nearest neighbors, and the network has an ordered
arrangement (see Figure 1b for an example of a lattice with degree k =
4). Regular networks have a high density of connections between
neighbors and therefore are characterized by high clustering coeffi-
cients. The characteristic path length, l̄; increases as a power of the
number of nodes N.
Random networks Classically, random networks are obtained by
distributing a total of m links to N nodes (Figure Ib). As a result of the
random process, nodes can have different degrees and the probability
that a node has k connections is represented by a Poisson distribution
where k = m/N is the average degree of the network. Therefore, they
are called Poisson random networks (or Erdos–Renyi graphs after the
graph theorists who pioneered their studies). In contrast to regular
networks, the characteristic path length, l̄; increases logarithmically
(i.e. slowly) with the total number of nodes N (l̄ regular >> l̄ random).
Random networks lack an abundance of local connections, therefore
they have a small clustering coefficient.
Small-world networks Small-world networks share features with
regular and random networks (Figure Ib). In fact, small-world
networks have dense local connections like regular networks (Csmall-
world  Cregular) and short characteristic path lengths like random
networks (l̄ small-world  l̄ random). Small-world networks can be
obtained by introducing a few random connections within a regular
network. These random connections do not interfere with the local
connectivity of the network (i.e. with the clustering coefficient) but
shorten the distance between previously distant nodes (i.e. reduce the
characteristic path length). Many real networks have been shown to
have small-world properties.
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Figure I. The two main network topologies commonly found in biological systems are (a) scale-free and (b) small-world. Small-world network structure lies between
that of regular (left) and random (right) networks.data interpretation [35]. Accurate fitting and validation of
power law distributions is an active area of investigation in
statistics. The common practice of plotting the data on a
log–log scale and attempting to fit it with a straight line has
been shown to be poor in correctly distinguishing power
law distributions. Methods based on goodness-of-fit and
maximum likelihood [36] should be employed to: (i) estab-
lish the robustness of the power law fit compared with
other functions; and (ii) properly estimate the value of the
power law scaling exponent. Furthermore, experimental
limitations introduce finite-size effects on power law vali-
dations, and neurobiological data samples often only span
a few orders of magnitude, which can lead to errors in
classification of the underlying degree distribution. For a
detailed discussion of how to correctly use statistics when
fitting data to a power law, please refer to [36] and the
references within.
Another way to describe a network is to quantify its size
using the characteristic (average shortest) path length. The
shortest path length between two nodes is given by theminimal number of links connecting the nodes. The charac-
teristic path length of the network, l̄; is the average value of
the shortest path length between all pairs of nodes in the
network. Another commonly calculated feature of network
structure is the clustering coefficient. For a given node, the
clustering coefficient is given by the fraction of existing
connections out of all possible connections between the
nearest neighbors of the node (Box 1). The clustering
coefficient of the network, C, is this value averaged over
all nodes in the network. Networks with a high number of
local connections between nodes, such as regular networks,
have a high clustering coefficient. To avoid confusion, it is
important to note that these measures calculate distance
in units of links between nodes, which do not take into
consideration the spatial placement of nodes. Therefore,
the nearest neighbors, that is nodes directly connected by
one link, can be physically very distant.
The previous measures relate to the second type of
network commonly found in real world systems, namely
small-world networks. Small-world networks [37] are
characterized by a high clustering coefficient (such as regu-
larnetworks) anda small characteristic path length (suchas
random networks) that increases logarithmically with the
number of nodes. A common way of building a small-world
network is to start from a regular network where each node
is connected to its neighbors within a radius, r, giving the
network high local clustering. Connections are then ran-
domly rewired with a probability, p [37] (Box 2). The addi-
tion of only a few rewired connections introduces global
shortcuts, giving the network a small characteristic path
length while not disturbing the local connectivity, i.e. the
high clustering coefficient. It is important to note that the
rewired connections let information flow quickly, thus play-
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Scale-free topologies (Box 2) are particularly appealing models for neuronal circuit
reproduced, with permission, from [115]. Top panel: fMRI allows for the mapping of cor
network can be calculated. Candidate hubs are those regions with disproportionately
connectivity to be described at the scale of microcircuits. It also enables the identification
links in gray). Images and contour map reproduced, with permission, from [2].ing a similar role to hubs in scale-free networks regarding
network dynamics. An estimation of how much a specific
link or node can affect the information flow in a network is
given by its ‘centrality’, which measures the number of
shortest paths that pass through it [38].
Complex network theory applied to the description of
neuronal networks
Neuronal networks fit naturally into the framework pre-
sented above. Graph theoretical analysis has been applied
predominantly to describe neuronal networks in studies
examining connection patterns between brain areas atmac-
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related activity between distant brain regions from which a functional connectivity
high connectivity. Bottom panel: Multineuron calcium imaging enables functional
of hub neurons (red), which are functionally connected to many others (functional
well as in studies that analyze functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) or electroencephalogram data from
the human brain [40–42] (Figure 2). However, only recently
has it begun to be employed to describe neuronal microcir-
cuits by experimental neurophysiologists [43]. In fact, the
exact implementation of graph theoretical methods will
depend on the scale of the investigation, i.e. nodes are
represented by single neurons, neuronal assemblies or brain
areas (Figure 2). To avoid confusion, it is also important to
specify the nature of the connections that are established
between the nodes because they can derive from structural
(e.g. synaptic links) or dynamical observations (e.g. spike
correlations). In agreement with previous definitions
[33,41,44], neuronal networks aremainly described by three
different types of connectivity reflecting three parallel levels
of investigation: anatomical, functional and effective (Box 3).
Anatomical connectivity indicates a physical connection
(e.g. synaptic or electrical) between nodes (Box 3). Function-
al connections indicate a statistical dependence between
the activities of two nodes, i.e. a relationship between theBox 3. The different types of connectivity used to describe neuro
There are three main types of connectivity used to describe neuronal
networks, which reflect three parallel levels of investigation. Descrip-
tions of each of these connections are given below.
Anatomical connectivity indicates physical connections (i.e. che-
mical synapses, electrical synapses, etc.) between nodes (Figure Ia).
Functional connectivity indicates a statistical dependence between
the activities of two nodes without any assumption of the mechanism
by which these relationships are mediated. Two neurons are
functionally connected if we can predict the firing of neuron A based
on the firing of neuron B. Because functional connections do not
imply causal relationships, if the activation of two cells is temporally
correlated, this does not mean that: 1) the activation of neuron A is
required for the activation of neuron B; or 2) stimulating the firing of
neuron A will trigger firing in neuron B. The raster plot (Figure Ib)
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Figure I. Schematic illustration of the three main categories of connectivity descactivities of two nodes without any assumption on how
these correlations are mediated (Box 3). Two neurons are
functionally connected if we can predict the firing of one
based on the other (e.g. measuring their average firing rate
or spike trains). CA1 hippocampal pyramidal cells are
known to be functionally connected to basket cell interneur-
ons during sharpwave associated ripples because both cells
tend to fire action potentials at the maximal amplitude of
the ripple episodes. By contrast, these same pyramidal cells
functionally connect with Oriens-Lacunosum Moleculare
interneurons during theta oscillations [45]. Functional con-
nectivity can also be extracted from correlations between
subthreshold activities, for example, by analyzing mem-
brane potential dynamics. In fact, behavioral modulation
of the correlation betweenmembrane potential dynamics of
different interneurons and pyramidal cells was recently
established in the barrel cortex of awake-behaving mice
using multiple whole cell recordings [19]. Therefore, func-
tional connectivity is modulated by behavioral and brain
states.nal networks
represents two distinct populations of functionally connected neurons
(red and green). Here, connectivity is determined by the synchronous
firing of neurons within each population.
Effective connectivity indicates the direct influence that a node
exerts on another and, in the context of neuronal circuits, a causal
relationship between the activities of two nodes. For example, the
firing of one neuron can lead to the activation of another neuron
through a direct monosynaptic contact or a polysynaptic path.
Different forms of causal modulation (inhibition, phase modulation,
firing rate change, etc.) can be envisaged. Effective connectivity can
be revealed by perturbing the activity of one neuron and measuring
the change in the activity of the other neurons. This is illustrated in
Figure Ic by the polysynaptic response (postsynaptic potentials, PSPs)
triggered by stimulation of a presynaptic neuron.
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Effective connectivity was first described to be the ‘mini-
mal neuronal circuit’ that could give rise to the observed
dynamics [46], but today the term is generally used to
indicate the direct influence that one node exerts on another
[47]. More specifically, in the context of neuronal circuits,
effective connectivity shows a causal relationship between
the activities of twonodes (Box3). For example, twoneurons
are effectively connected if the activation of one neuron is
able to trigger the firing of the other, without any assump-
tion on how this effect is mediated (e.g. monosynaptic,
polysynaptic, etc.). Two neurons that are effectively con-
nectedmight not be linked by a directmonosynaptic contact
because the firing of one cell can lead to the reliable activa-
tion of another due to the initiation of a sequence of cellular
activations. For example, quadruple electrophysiological
recordings from neurons in slices of human neocortex have
shown that single action potentials in presynaptic pyrami-
dal cells almost always initiated a chain of polysynaptic
events mediated by the sequential activation of specific sets
of neurons. Consequently, most pairs of pyramidal neurons
in the human neocortex are effectively connected to each
other via the intermediate activation of several neuronal
partners, including GABAergic interneurons [7]. In addi-
tion, an effective connectivity betweenneuronsAandBdoes
not necessarily imply that activating neuron A triggers
activation of neuron B because other forms of modulation
(such as inhibition or phase changes) of the activity of
neuron B can be envisaged. Therefore, although effective
connectivity can imply anatomical connectivity, this is not
necessarily the case.[()TD$FIG]
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giant depolarizing potentials) and has a scale-free functional structure [2]. However, th
regular network structure. In this case, network activity takes place as travelling wavesWhen defining anatomical, functional or effective con-
nectivity, links between neurons can be either binary
(existent or not), undirected (bi-directional), directed
(uni-directional) or weighted (the strength of the connec-
tion is included). Most metrics were originally designed for
binary networks, but many can also be adapted for weight-
ed and directed networks. However, most network mea-
sures are undefined in the case of negative weights, which
can present problems for neuroscientists attempting to
describe inhibitory connections or anti-correlated firing
patterns. In addition, the ease of working with binary
networks has sometimes led to the use of thresholding
methods to define neuronal connections in a binary way
with the drawback of an arbitrary choice of threshold.
Much theoretical and computational work has studied
the important relationship between network topology and
dynamics [33,48–55]. For example, consider a network of
neurons built on a lattice with regular (local), random
(global) or small-world connectivity. Given a fixed set of
neuronal parameters and network conduction delays,
when a local stimulation is applied in a network with
regular (local) connectivity, activity travels as waves. How-
ever, the same stimulation induces synchronous bursting
in a network with random connections and a range of
intermediate dynamics in networks with small-world prop-
erties [56,57]. The ability of different anatomical network
structures to produce different types of dynamics suggests
that different anatomical connectivities might give rise to
different types of network functionality (as shown in
Figure 3). This phenomenon might largely account forTravelling waves
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e structure of the developing cerebellum (right panels) has been shown to have a
[58]. Adapted, with permission, from [2] and [58], respectively.
the different network dynamics observed between the
developing hippocampus, which displays a scale-free type
of functional structure producing synchronous network
bursts [2], and the developing cerebellum, which presents
a regular organization lattice supporting travelling waves
of activity [58].
Small-world and scale-free topologies are particularly
appealing models for neuronal circuits [48,51,59–61]
(Figure 2). Small-world networks of neurons have been
suggested to be a compromise between optimal wiring cost
(local networks) and synchronization needed to maintain
proper brain function (random networks) [48]. In addition,
it has been proposed that in scale-free neuronal networks,
neuronal hubs orchestrate behaviorally-relevant activity
in cortical assemblies as well as being causal in producing
pathological oscillations [51,61–63]. It has recently been
shown experimentally [2] that the functional connectivity
of developing rodent hippocampal slices presented a scale-
free topology that comprised highly connected hub
GABAergic neurons orchestrating synchronous activity.
Interestingly, GABAergic hub neurons in the developing
hippocampus combine a high degree of functional, effective
and structural connectivity because stimulating them
induces the activation of many neurons, owing to their
widespread axonal arborization [2] (Figure 1b). However, it
is also worth mentioning that connectivity analysis fed by
graph theory most often does not take into account actual
metric distances between cells: if the complexity of differ-
ent cell types is increasingly considered, their distribution
in a three dimensional brain is not taken into account (but
see [64]). Hence, the notion of ‘length’ or ‘distance’ between
cells refers to the number of links that separate them
[33,44,65] rather than to their actual physical distance
(Box 1). For example, if two neurons are always active
together in two distinct brain regions (such as the thala-
mus and the neocortex), their network distance will be
short. Measures and methods of analysis designed to take
this important spatial information into account have re-
cently been introduced and described in the context of
neuronal circuits and macroscopic brain networks
[66,67] and will be important to further develop such
methods.
The main limitation in applying graph theory tools to
describe structure–function relationships in mammalian
neuronal networks stems from the fact that such an anal-
ysis not only requires simultaneous access to behavior and
neuronal activity (which is now possible in light of the
development of novel in vivo approaches such as the recent
extension of the patch clamp technique, widely used in slice
preparations, to freelymoving [20] or awake head fixed [21]
rodents performing a behavioral task), but also sampling
from many neurons repetitively active for statistical rele-
vance. It is interesting to point out that studies using
model systems, such as zebrafish [68], Caenorhabditis
elegans [35,69] and Drosophila [70], have started using
advanced data mining and analyses that are currently far
ahead of mammalian brain studies. The reason for this is
probably due to the fact that access to entire and large
networks can be achieved in the case of these model
organisms because of their small sizes and relative archi-
tectural simplicity, while at the same time offering a richbehavioral repertoire [68–72]. In fact, it is very probable
that many principles of operation of the simpler microcir-
cuits of these microorganisms can be extended to the
dissection of more complex nervous systems.
Another approach to circumvent the current limitations
of applying graph theory in the adult mammalian brain is
to study how neuronal networks develop and form connec-
tions initially. In the next section of the review, we will
discuss recent data obtained from the developing mamma-
lian brain as examples of how developing neuronal net-
works might help to reveal the organization of adult
neuronal connectivity.
Emergence of structural and functional connectivity
during development
Developing neuronal networks help reveal the
organization of adult neuronal connectivity
For several reasons, the study of developing neuronal
networks provides conceptual and experimental tools to
understand structure from a functional perspective, even
in adult systems. First, in many ways, immature networks
prefigure the fully developed wiring map of adult circuits
because several lines of evidence indicate a strong genetic
predetermination at early embryonic stages [73]. For ex-
ample, it was recently shown that synapses develop spe-
cifically among sister excitatory neurons in the neocortex
[74]: glutamatergic neurons issued from the same progeni-
tors tend to wire together and form neuronal assemblies.
This strong genetic predetermination is perhaps evenmore
striking for the cortical GABAergic interneuron population
because themorpho-physiological phenotype of adult inter-
neurons is largely predetermined by their spatio-temporal
embryonic origins [75]. Hence, the way GABAergic neu-
rons connect into functional mature networks is largely
predetermined by their time and place of birth [76]. Sec-
ond, developing neuronal structures are particularly well
suited to structure/function studies because they display
simple stereotyped network dynamics [77–81]. In the cor-
tex, neuronal activity is associated with an intracellular
calcium rise that can be easily measured with optical
approaches [82–85]. Correlated neuronal activity patterns
in developing cortical networks have several additional
advantages: (i) they are recurrent in the timescale of
seconds [77–79], which allows one to sample the same
sequence of neuronal activation many times and therefore
reach statistical significance in the calculation of function-
al connectivitymaps; (ii) they are relatively easy tomonitor
experimentally as they are similarly observed in vivo [85–
89] and in vitro [82–84]; and (iii) they have important
functional properties because they participate in network
maturation. Hence, developing neuronal networks start
functioning while in construction, but their function (pro-
ducing coordinated activity patterns) is very basic and
therefore easier to study than in the mature nervous
system where multiple and varied functions have been
established.
Although experimental investigation in living devel-
oping neuronal networks offers great possibilities for
understanding structure–function relationships, most
structure–function studies so far have analyzed net-
works using neurons growing in cultures and not in vivo
[50,55,90–92]. Indeed, cultures are relatively easy to
manipulate and record from, and therefore seem to be
a more attractive model for many researchers interested
in studying systems neuroscience. Paradoxically, still
little is known about the morpho-physiological cellular
organization of the developing cortex for several reasons.
Perhaps the most critical limitation stems from the fact
that developing neurons are not easy to classify into cell
types because they have not reached their mature char-
acteristic features [75]. In addition, the links between
immature neurons are not only less developed, but also
most often radically different from adult ones in many
important ways. Some of these differences include: (i) syn-
apses can be silent during early stages of development [93];
(ii) gap junctions are abundant and mediate neuronal syn-
chronization [79,94,95]; (iii) GABA, the main inhibitory
transmitter in theadultbrain, isdepolarizingatearly stages
in development as a result of higher intracellular chloride
concentrations [96]; (iv) tonic currents provide membrane
depolarization [77,97–99]; and (v) actionpotentials are often
immature and neurons have a higher tendency to be active
in bursts due to different intrinsic properties [80]. In other
words, developing cortical networks are not just smaller
and poorly connected adult circuits but are very different
entities inmanyways, and these limitations need to be kept
in mind when extrapolating any data obtained from devel-
oping networks to the functional connectivity of mature
neuronal networks.
What have we learned so far from the study of develop-
ing cortical networks regarding structure–function rela-
tionships? At macroscopic scales, recent studies
demonstrate a strengthening of the functional/structural
connectivity relationship as a function of age in the devel-
oping human brain [100,101]. At the microcircuit scale, it
has been shown using a multidisciplinary approach com-
bining multineuron calcium imaging with online recon-
struction of functional connectivity (Figures 1 and 2) that
the functional connectivity of the developing hippocampus
is scale-free, which implies the existence of high connectiv-
ity hub neurons [2]. Calcium imaging of neuronal activity
in living brain slices led to the determination of functional
network connectivity and the online detection of hub cells.
These hub neurons were then targeted for electrophysio-
logical recordings to characterize theirmorphological prop-
erties and probe their network interactions (structural,
functional and effective). Importantly, hub neurons com-
bine a high degree of functional, effective and structural
connectivity as they display widespread axonal arboriza-
tions associated with many direct postsynaptic contacts.
Moreover, these hub cells were shown to be GABAergic
because they were found to be labeled with green fluores-
cent protein (GFP) in mice expressing a GFP construct
under the glutamic acid decarboxylase 67 promoter [2]. In
addition, it was shown that these GABAergic hub cells
could single-handedly influence the dynamics of synchro-
nous network events (giant depolarizing potentials).
Therefore, by using network theory to infer the functional
structure of a developing network from the analysis of its
spontaneous dynamics, it was possible to identify and
characterize key neurons that were essential for the func-
tional operation of this network. Such an approach wouldhave been nearly impossible, or at least much more diffi-
cult, using standard electrophysiological and neuroana-
tomical techniques. At present, it remains challenging to
apply a similar type of analysis in adult networks owing to
the sparseness of spontaneous network dynamics in adult
slice preparations and the difficulty in imaging neuronal
activity from older neurons.
Can hub cells exist in other developing neuronal net-
works apart from the hippocampus? It is very probable that
hub cells exist in other developing networks given the
similarity between early network patterns observed in
different regions of the developing mammalian brain.
For example, network events driven by GABAergic trans-
mission, comparable to the hippocampal giant depolarizing
potentials described above, have recently been observed in
the developing neocortex [82,102]. Subplate neurons are
probable candidates for hub neurons in the developing
cortex given that this transient cortical region was recently
identified as a ‘hub station’ [103]. In addition, hippocampal
hub cells share several remarkable properties with subsets
of subplate neurons, including long distance projections
and the ability to drive synchronization in the developing
cortical plate [103–105].
What does the finding of hub neurons in the developing
hippocampus tell us about the mature hippocampus? For
the moment, this question remains a difficult one to ad-
dress because the morpho-physiological identity of hub
cells in adult networks remains to be determined. It is
not even known whether or not these cells are only tran-
siently present during early development, as has been
reported for subpopulations of hippocampal GABAergic
neurons [106]. Theoretical predictions can provide inter-
esting hypotheses regarding the origin of hub nodes (see
below). Interestingly, it was recently proposed that the
multiple network reorganizations that occur during epi-
leptogenesis would favor the emergence of ‘hub neurons’,
supporting pathological synchronizations [51,107–109].
This is an interesting hypothesis that should be investi-
gated further.
Network growth from a theoretical perspective
From a theoretical point of view, the process of network
growth has always been a very useful model for under-
standing the emergence of connectivity as well as the
general principles and constraints that govern the
network structure–function relationship in stable circuits
[54,55,60,110,111]. In this way, it was proposed that scale-
free networks would self-assemble following a ‘preferential
attachment rule’ [60]: scale-free networks arise by the
sequential addition of new nodes, and each new coming
node has a higher probability to link to highly connected
nodes (i.e. hub cells). A possible neurobiological translation
of this general network rule applied to the developing
hippocampus would be that neurons sequentially receive
synaptic inputs from hub neurons as a function of their
maturation stage in brain structures, developing into a
scale-free mode of organization. Hub neurons would there-
fore be GABAergic interneurons that developed at early
stages during the course of embryogenesis: this hypothesis
can be tested in future studies using genetic fate mapping
approaches [112].
Box 4. Outstanding questions
 Is the ability of single cells to influence network dynamics always
related to the underlying anatomical network topology or are
other factors involved?
 Are specific brain tasks associated with specific functional
connectivity patterns at the microcircuit level? For example, in
vivo analysis of the functional connectivity between place cells in
the hippocampus during spatial navigation in awake-behaving
rodents could help to address this question.
 Are hub neurons present in other brain regions other than the
hippocampus? If so, what is the identity of such neurons?
 Are hub neurons present only in the healthy developing brain, or
do they also exist in mature and/or pathological neuronal circuits?
 Under what circumstances will a study of functional/effective
connectivity lead to insights about underlying structural connec-
tivity and vice versa?Interestingly, other theoretical predictions indicate that
networks with a broad-tailed degree distribution, such as
scale-free networks, can emerge not only by adding con-
nections but also by selectively eliminating them, with a
probability that is inversely related to the sum of their
first- and second- order connectivity [60,113]. Such a
growth-elimination process might well model the develop-
mental cell death/synapse elimination phenomena ob-
served in most developing brain structures. Therefore,
theoretical analysis of neuronal network topology can pro-
vide many interesting clues for the cellular mechanisms by
which connections might be establishing during develop-
ment. Interestingly, model predictions have also started
taking into account the activity of individual nodes in
network growth processes [111]. This is essential given
that functional connectivity develops in parallel with struc-
tural connectivity during brain maturation.
Conclusion
Structure–function studies of neuronal networks are cur-
rently experiencing a very stimulating period because new
technologies for probing cells and circuits are providing
experimentalists with unprecedented access to neuronal
physiology and anatomy at different scales and in the most
physiological conditions possible. As larger datasets are
obtained, the value of theoretical and computational neu-
roscience will continue to grow. Hence, theoretical and
experimental neuroscientists should cooperate and help
to advance our understanding of the influence of connec-
tivity on cortical microcircuit function. This collaboration
will be essential in addressing the many outstanding
questions concerning structure–function relationships
(Box 4). As we have outlined in this review, novel analysis
techniques derived from complex network theory can be
successfully combined with data from developing micro-
circuits to provide insight into the important relationship
between structure and function in neuronal networks.
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